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last time

1. Genre: thematic, formal, pragmatic
a. lots of themes, but any required (“science”?)
b. formal: Suvin’s novum
c. pragmatic: Gernsback’s educative/prophetic mission

2. Classification and hierarchy: pathways to status
a. “validated by cognitive logic” (Suvin)

prestige of scientific reason
b. oppositions: mere fact; mere fantasy
c. “social” or “historical” bearing



status pathways

True, even after one subtracts the more or less 
supernatural tales…90 percent of SF will have plot 
structures escaping from history into Westerns, additive 
sensationalist adventures, or rehashes of mythography. 
However, as Kant said, a thousand years of any given state 
of affairs do not make that state necessarily right.

Suvin, Metamorphoses, 83



status pathways

Science fiction is a polemical genre, arguing its case, 
declaring its position… Its social commitments and 
technological investments mean that SF inevitably has a far 
more overt political identity than other genres.

Gelder, Popular Fiction, 71



status pathways

I am, by trade, a science-fiction writer. That is, the fiction 
I’ve written so far has arrived at the point of consumption  
via a marketing mechanism called “science fiction.”

William Gibson, “Rocket Radio” (1989)

“strategy of condescension” (Bourdieu)



medium

Paper is the old internet.
“JustAPerson,” September 14, 2013



Life archive on Google Images, via pulpmags.org

medium



status

AMAZING STORIES is a new magazine, facing an uphill 
fight for recognition by the reading public, and there can be 
no question about your interest in a magazine of this kind, 
which is the first to come out with scientifiction. It really 
deserves your best cooperation to help put this 
publication on its feet…

Gernsback to H.G. Wells, May 4, 1926
(unanswered)



After all, it is your paper, and we are striving hard to please 
you.

Most of our correspondents seemed to heave a great sigh 
of relief in at last finding a literature that appeals to the 
imagination, rather than carrying a sensational appeal to 
the emotions.

“Thank You!”



Amazing 1, no. 1



Amazing 1, no. 1





Why does scientifiction need a past?



“The Man from the Atom”



“Mesmeric Revelation” (Amazing 1, no. 2: 126)
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DECLARE CHINA AIMS TO END ALL TREATIES: Politics Institute Lecturers ...
Special to The New York Times.
New York Times (1923-Current file); Aug 18, 1926; 
ProQuest Historical Newspapers: The New York Times (1851-2009)
pg. 23

NYT 8/18/26
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ATOMIC THEORY CLEARS SOME COSMIC PROBLEMS: Light Thrown on Creation ...
By W.J. LUYTEN
New York Times (1923-Current file); Sep 5, 1926; 
ProQuest Historical Newspapers: The New York Times (1851-2009)
pg. XX16

W.J. Luyten, “Atomic Theory Clears Some Cosmic Problems,
NYT 8/18/26



Next time

“The Call of Cthulhu” (in Lovecraft volume)
Browse some of Weird Tales (for context)


